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Atos at a glance

- Worldwide digital leader & #1 leader in Europe
- 73 countries
- 120,000 experts
- Worldwide IT Partner of the Olympic and Paralympic Games
- 50 years developing and transforming business critical applications
- 10 years moving customers to the cloud
- 2020
- The most advanced Olympic Games ever – Tokyo2020

#redhat #rhsummit
"Lots of companies don’t succeed over time. What do they fundamentally do wrong?

They usually miss the future.

I try to focus on that: What is the future really going to be? And how do we create it? And how do we power our organization to really focus on that and really drive it at a high rate?

80% of organisational transformations are unsuccessful
Transformation that have failed
73% of organizations use cloud.

Only 10% of workloads moved.

80% moved some app/data back on-prem.

% public cloud mandated?
% workloads remain on-prem?
% moved back workloads?

*IDG Cloud Insights survey, 2018 (N=550)
**Cloudability, State of Cloud 2018 report based on actual spend data
***IDC Cloud and AI adoption survey, 2018 (N=400 IT decision makers)

How is this going?
Big no longer beats Small...

... Fast beats Slow.
BUT
It’s not that we have a short time to live, but that we waste a lot of it.

Seneca the Younger
Companies and departments are re-inventing the wheels
Skilled engineering talent in most countries is in short supply!

Should enterprise’s build and support platforms?

Should enterprise’s consume platforms and transform their business?

50% of large businesses in the UK report difficulty recruiting*

* ManpowerGroup 2018 Talent Shortage Survey
To remain competitive and excel in the market, organisations must ACCELERATE

- **Delivery** to delight their customers
- **Engagement** to understand demands
- **Anticipation** of change
- **Response** to risks

to drive

- **Profitability**
- **Market Share**
- **Productivity**

“High performing organisations are consistently *twice as likely* to exceed these goals as low performers.”

---
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The business imperative!

You need...

- Speed to Market
- Freedom to Innovate
- Truly Hybrid
- Employee Productivity
- Leverage Legacy IT
- Responsive
Atos Cloud Transformation & Migration

1. Decision Factory
   - Application strategy and transformation cycle
   - Enables
   - Supports
   - Transforms & IT Driver
   - Directs
   - Assesses
   - Transforms & IT Driver
   - Directs
   - Assesses

2. Assess
   - Weight
   - Options
   - Criteria

3. Transform
   - Rehost
   - Refabric
   - Revise
   - Rebuild
   - Replace
   - Retire
   - Retain

4. Orchestrate
   - AMOS
   - Atos Cloud Transformation & Migration

5. Operate
   - AMOS
   - Atos Cloud Transformation & Migration
AMOS – Atos Managed OpenShift for Hybrid Cloud

* Forrester has named Red Hat as a “leader of the pack” in their New Wave for Enterprise Container Platform Software report.

#redhat #rhsummit
Configuration Example 1 (Major Sport Event Organization)
Configuration Example 2 (Global Manufacturing Company)
Free up of development teams
Speed and efficiency through
• standardisation and
• adoption of DevOps practices.

Breakout Session:
08th May (11:45 – 12:30)
Atos Managed OpenShift (AMOS)  
Premier European Aerospace Company (180 sites and 12,000 suppliers)

Speed and efficiency through
• standardisation
• automation and
• adoption of DevOps practices.
Atos Managed OpenShift (AMOS)
Large German Pharmaceutical Company having Global Presence

Free up of engineers to focus on innovation and the development of new digital applications.
Multi Cloud Transformation
US based global Financial Service Company

37% TCO Reduction, 97%
Faster Provisioning
40+ % Faster migration,
Workload based Enterprise
wide flexible pricing model
With Atos

Committed to Red Hat Portfolio
- OpenShift PaaS – 3.X and 4.X
- Ansible – Default automation platform
- RHEL – 12 years supporting RHEL

Years support Cloud and Container platforms

Application Engineer and Experts
Scavenger hunt

How would this work?
For a chance to win a prize, delegates simply need to complete one or more of the following actions. Each action counts as one entry into a prize draw – the more entries the greater the chances of winning! A winner will be picked at random.

• Share a selfie at the Atos charging station
• Tell us what you like most in your delegate bag
• Share a selfie in front of any Atos logo
• Take a snap of the Atos Digi Ad
• Take a snap of the Atos Cube Ad
• Share a picture of you at the speaking sessions
• Take a selfie with the presenters at the speaking sessions
• Ask a question about any of the sessions
• Tell us what you liked the most about any of the sessions

To be in with a chance of winning, entries must include the @AtosCanopy handle and #RHSummit

Prizes
• T-shirt from the Olympic Games in Tokyo (Atos will be the IT provider)
• Main prize Go Pro 7
THANK YOU
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